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Abstract—This paper presents a study about the construction
models that are used to build hash functions. The study covers
Merkle-Damgåd, Sponge, HAIFA, Wide-Pipe, and Parallel-Tree
constructions. Moreover, attacks on hash functions are also
discussed in this paper. The major attacks on hash functions are
presented with counter-attack methodology from the literature.
This work helps the researchers in the area of cryptography hash
functions to avoid any possibility of security threats in future
designs.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Secure Hash Algorithms are the most known cryptography
primitives that are used for integrity and authenticity. A secure
hash algorithm is used to convert data (from different domains)
into a fixed-length bit string [1]. This length depends on the
type of utilized hash algorithm. For instance, the length of
the output that the MD5 hash function generates is equal to
128-bit.
The most known secure hash algorithms follow two types
of constructions, the Merkle-Damgård and sponge constructions. The Merkle-Damgård was utilized by the majority of
hash functions including (MD4, MD5, SHA-1, and SHA2). The MD4 was published in 1989 by Ronald Rivest [2].
Then, for security reasons, the MD4 was replaced by the
MD5 [3]. In 1995, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) announced the SHA-1 hash standard [4],
which was more secure than the MD5. After successful attacks
on the MD4, MD5, and SHA-1, the NIST announced the
SHA-2 following the same construction ( Merkle-Damgård ).
The SHA-2 supports six different fixed-length outputs SHA224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, and SHA512/256 [5].
To prepare a ready replacement for the SHA-2 standard,
the NIST held a competition to chose the next hash standard.
Out of 61 submissions, 51 candidates were selected for the
first round. Then they were reduced to 14 in the second
round. The last round comprised five candidates (Blake [6],
JH [7], Grøstl [8], Skien [9], and Keccak [10]). The competition occluded by announcing the Keccak as the new hash
standard, which takes the name of the SHA-3 standard. Unlike
the other standards, Keccak follows the sponge construction.
However, Keccak supports the same fixed-length outputs that
the SHA-2 supports. Moreover, Keccak presents SHAKE128
and SHAKE256 for variable-length hash [11].
The mean of a strong hash function is the one that achieves
the security requirements. In the case of fixed-length hash

functions, five security requirements are considered: pre-image
resistance, 2nd -pre-image resistance, and collision resistance.
The other two properties, MAC and PRF, are considered when
the Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) is present,
where the hash function is employed with a secret key.
However, the security requirements were exposed to attacks
that made some of the hash standards weak. For instance, the
SHA-1 hash function was exposed to a collision attack by
Wang et al. [12]. In essence, the mean of a successful attack
is the one that breaches the security requirements of any hash
function.
In this paper, a study about the construction of hash functions and their corresponding attacks is presented. In this work,
we show the various construction models that are used to
build hash functions. Moreover, different types of attacks are
discussed and the possible ways to overcome them.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the various construction models to build a hash function.
Section III discusses the different types of attacks that threaten
the hash functions. The researchers’ efforts to counter the hash
functions’ attacks are presented in Section IV. Conclusions in
Section V.
II. C ONSTRUCTION M ODELS
A. The Merkle-Damgård Construction
The need for a structured model for use in the digital
signature formulation was needed. The Merkle-Damgård construction (which takes the name of two authors of two different
works [13], [14], in 1989) describes constructing a hash
primitive based on a compression function F . Figure 1 shows
the general structure of the Merkle-Damgård construction,
where a message (M ) is divided into blocks and processed
sequentially using a compression function (F ). This structure
requires initial values (IV) that are used to process the first
block. Then, the output of each block is used to process the
next block. The final output is produced after processing the
last block of the message.
MD4 and MD5 formed the base for the following hash
functions that come after, which have the same MerkleDamgård construction. We list examples of these functions
as follows:
• SHA-0: Which was designed by the National Security
Agency (NSA), in 1993 [15].
• SHA-1: Which was placed as a replacement to the SHA-0
after undisclosed security concerns, in 1995 [16].

construction. Moreover, HIAFA keeps track of the number of
hashed bits after each block computation. Researchers proved
the strength of HAIFA construction against 2nd -preimage
and collision attacks if the compression function performs
optimally, as shown in [25].
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Fig. 1. The general structure of the Merkle-Damgård construction
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SHA-2: Which was designed starting from 2002 with
four different flavors SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, and
SHA-512 [17]–[19].
RIPEMD: Which stands for RACE Integrity Primitives
Evaluation Message Digest, which was published in
1995 [20].
RIPEMD-160: RIPEMD-160 is a strengthened version of
RIPEMD with a 160-bit hash result. Which was published
in 1996 [21].

B. The Sponge Construction
Unlike the previous standards (SHA-1 and SHA-2), the
SHA-3 relies mainly on the Sponge structure [22], [23], where
the data are absorbed in and squeezed out to generate the
hash output. The Sponge construction comprises two phases,
absorb and squeeze. After a message is preprocessed, it is
divided into equal size of blocks (pi ). The values bit-rate (r)
and capacity (c) reflect the permutation level that the function
f will perform. Given an input length N and an output length
d, the output Z = sponge[f, r](N, d) is generated with d bit
length. The permutation function f is applied to the output Z
until the required number of bits for the d output is produced.
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Fig. 3. HAIFA construction

D. Wide-Pipe Construction
The Wide-Pipe construction behaves as the HAIFA construction without the Salt variables. The Wide-Pipe construction maintains two levels of compression function computations, as shown in Figure 4. The message compression
function (f1 ) that processes the message blocks. The second
level performs the output compression function (f2 ) to produce
the output hash. The resulting hash (H) is produced after the
transformation of f1 compression function using f2 compression function.
Message
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Fig. 1. Sponge Construction [4]
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E. Parallel-Tree construction
Fig. 2. The general structure of Sponge construction
are xored with the first r bits of the state, interleaved with applications of
the function f (called Keccak-f in the specification). The absorbing phase is
when all message blocks have been processed. In the second phase (also
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be visualised as an array of 5×5 lanes, each lane is 64-bit long. The state size
determines the number of rounds in Keccak-f function. For the default 1600bit state there are 24 rounds. All rounds are the same except for constants which
are different for each round.
Below there is a pseudo-code of the single round. In the latter part of the
paper, we often refer to the algorithm steps (denoted by Greek letters) described
in the following pseudo-code.
Round(A,RC) {

The Parallel-Tree construction works by processing message
blocks in parallel and performs a reduction algorithm to the
generated output. A message with a long length takes time to
be processed using the iterative structure. In this model, the
message is processed in parallel with reduced time compared
to other structures. However, vulnerabilities of this model
have not been studied, which makes this model away from
attentions [26].
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resist any possibility of a collision. Unfortunately, this
property was the first to be broken.
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F. Security Requirements
A hash function is considered as secure if it supports the
security requirements of Pre-image, 2nd -Pre-image, Collision
resistance, MAC, and PRF [27]–[29].
1) Pre-image: Which is based on the problem of finding
a pre-image M for a given hash h. Pre, which stands
for pre-image resistance, requires that given a randomly
chosen hash function f and a uniformly randomly chosen hash h it is hard to find a pre-image M ∈ f −1 (h).

find
h(m)

Fig. 6. Pre-image

A. Brute force attack

2) Sec-Pre-image: Which is based on the problem of
finding another message M ' that hash the same hash
h as a given message M . Sec-Pre-image requires that
the function f and message M to be uniformly and
randomly chosen.

given

m1

III. ATTACKS ON S ECURE H ASH A LGORITHMS
A successful attack on the secure hash algorithms is the
attack that can break one of the security requirements. There
exists a general attack that breaks a security requirement of
the secure hash functions. A hash function is considered as
broken when there is an explicit attack that is faster than the
general attack for one of the security requirements of a hash
function. With the increase of the computational power, all
secure hash functions are vulnerable to the general attack due
to the small bit length that is generated by the hash functions.

m
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4) MAC: Which stands for Message Authentication Code,
is the property that canvasses the hash function f as a
keyed hash function (fk ) where k is a randomly chosen
secret key that is associated with f . The MAC property
requires that the dilemma of finding a message M and
the hash h with the presence of secret key k, is difficult
to achieve.
5) PRF: Which stands for Pseudo-Random Function, is
the property that the problem of determining the actual
function fk for a randomly chosen k with a randomly
chosen hash h must be difficult.

The most known general attack to break the security requirements (Pre and 2nd -Pre) is a brute force attack. The brute force
attack is applied to Pre and 2nd -Pre by computing f (M 0 ) for a
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3) Collision: Which is the property that finding two messages M and M ' that have the same hash h for the same
chosen f . The hash function f must be strong enough to

Fig. 9. Pseudo Random Function.
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randomly chosen message M 0 until M 0 is found and M 0 6= M .
In this case, this attack is considered as infeasible in reality
because it requires massive hash computations (≈ 2100 hash
computations).
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B. Birthday paradox
A general attack based on the birthday paradox is better
than the brute force attack. The birthday paradox is based on a
counter-intuitive basis, where for groups of as less as 23 people
there exists a chance of one half to find two people that were
born on the same day [30]. Assuming that all birthdays are
equally likely and neglecting leap years, for 23 independent
23
≈ 0.06, where there
possibilities the success probability is 365
23×22
are 2 = 263 pairs of people. Then the overall success
probability is 0.5 ( noting that the pairs are not independently
distributed, therefore 0.5 doesn’t equal 253
365 ≈ 0.7). For a hash
function
of
hash
size
N
,
the
birthday
paradox
attack succeeds
p
after π/2 × 2N/2 computations of the hash function [?].
For instance, for a hash size of N = 128 bits, which is the
hash size of the MD5 hash function, a collision can be found
with approximately 264 ≈ 22 × 1018 computations, which is
in reach of a high-performance computer.
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C. Differential attack
The most successful attack on the Merkle-Damgård hash
functions is the differential attack. The differential attack
works by looking at two different evaluations of a hash
function. These evaluations are examined at the same time
by computing the difference between them and analyzes the
relationship between the difference and the next evaluations’
differences. This attack is used to generate a successful collision attack. The differential attack was first used against
Data Encryption Standard (DES) [31], [32] based on the
XOR difference. Then it was generalized to be used with the
modular difference to break many hash standards. Wang et al.
were able to break several hash standards (MD4, MD5, SHA0, HAVAL-128, and RIPEMD) using the modular differential
attack [12], [33], [34]. Because of the collision attack against
Merkle-Damgård hash functions, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) held a competition to find
a new hash function SHA-3 that will be used in the future.
This competition concluded by announcing Keccak as the new
SHA-3 standard [35].
1) Same-Prefix Collision Attack: The collision attack targets the Merkle-Damgård hash functions. Particularly, the hash
standards before the SHA-2. Due to the iterative nature of the
Merkle-Damgård construction and the fixed size output hash,
the collision attack can be structured according to predefined
inputs. Figure 10 shows the structure of the same-prefix collision attack. Two different messages (Message1, Message2)
have the same prefix (P ), suffix (S) and initialized with the
same Initial Hash Value (IHV). Then a pair of two different
blocks (C, C ∗ ) can be computed such that SHA(P kCkS) =
SHA(P kC ∗ kS), where IHVn is the Intermediate Hash Value
after processing the messages.

Fig. 10. Same prefix collision attack

2) Chosen-Prefix Collision Attack: Stevens et al. improved
the same-prefix collision attack into a chosen-prefix by formulating two different prefixes with two different messages.
However, this approach requires more internal blocks to produce successful collision [36].
Figure 11 shows the structure of the Chosen-Prefix collision
attack. This attack succeeds because of the iterative nature
of the Merkle-Damgård construction. Two different messages
(Message1, Message2) started with two different prefixes (P ,
P ∗ ). These prefixes may contain different length strings, then
both messages are padded using blocks A and A∗ to make
them equal in size. According to predefined conditions, a
birthday search is applied to find two blocks B and B ∗ such
that P kAkB and P ∗ kA∗ kB ∗ have the same size and produce
two different intermediate hash values (IHVi and IHVi∗ )
that have predefined structures. Finding the proper predefined
structures leads to generate two near-collision blocks (N C and
N C ∗ ) that produce the same IHVi+k . This attack requires that
both messages have the same suffix (S). Finally, the successful
chosen-prefix collision attack maintains SHA(P kAkBkS) =
SHA(P ∗ kA∗ kB ∗ kS).
D. length extension attack
Length extension attack targets the Merkle-Damgård hash
functions. Unlike the collision attack, the length extension
succeeded to expose the SHA-2 hash function. This attack
works with the aligning to Figure 12. A message M is divided
into n equal size blocks to compute H(M ). according to the
Merkle-Damgård construction, the hash value is computed by
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mn

internal computations [37]. However, the high computational
nature of the hash functions makes the randomness analyses
difficult because it requires a large scale environment for
testing.
The counter-attack efforts to overcome the security breaches
of the Merkle-Damgård functions were focusing on the collision and length extension attacks because they are the only
attacks that give feasible examples.
To overcome the collision attack, Stevens et al. presented
a model to detect the collision before it takes place [38].
The work supports the MD5 and SHA-1 hash functions. The
proposed design works by generating a sibling message from a
given one, then compares the Intermediate Hash Value (IHV)
of both messages to check for a collision possibility.
Instead of generating a sibling message, a collision detection
approach based on a two-block collision was presented in
[39]. The proposed work employs the backward expansion
0
equation to generate the Initial Hash Value (IHV0 ) of a sibling
message, not the message itself. Then compare the IHV0
0
values of the original message and the generated IHV0 . If
both values are equal, then a collision has been detected.
As the collision and length extension attacks target the
Merkle-Damgård hash standards, an improved hash function
that uses a different construction model was presented in [40].
The work employs the sponge structure to construct a multimode mode hash function that supports the MD5 and SHA1 standards. The design uses a padding method different
from the Merkle-Damgård padding method. The new padding
method helps to strengthen the hash function against the length
extension attack. On the other hand, the sponge structure is
strong against the collision attack.
Generally, to design a hash function that is strong enough
against any possible attack, the length and the function manipulators of the hash function need to be generated with a
random pattern [41], such that:
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such that t ≈ 2n for a hash function of output length n.
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Fig. 11. Chosen-Prefix collision attack

processing the blocks sequentially. Therefore, the hash output
(H(M )) is produced after processing block mn . An attacker
adds extra block (mm+1 ) after the last block and performs the
hash computations to produce H(M 0 ).
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m1

...
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H(M )
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Fig. 12. length extension attack

IV. C OUNTER -ATTACK
The mean of a strong hash function is reflected by the
strength of the function against breaching the security requirements. As stated by Kaminsky et al., powerful cryptography
primitive is the one that produces a random output during the

V. C ONCLUSIONS
The general construction models are covered in this paper. The work presents five constructions (Merkle-Damgård
Sponge, HAIFA, Wide-Pipe, and Parallel-Tree) that were used
to build hash functions. The study presents the main attacks
on hash functions and the efforts to overcome these attacks.
The mean of a successful hash function is represented by the
strength of it against any possibility of an attack.
In the future, the study will be extended to cover all
cryptography protocols and their corresponding attack and
counter-attack paradigms.
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